"the cat sat on the mat"
and industry and friends-clubbing--together-for-.Christmas-and-.
birthday and by that extra third-serial-rights-for-an-anthology-
from-America and by wishful thinking, I might gradually and
almost imperceptibly collect enough to justify the purchase of the
conductor himself, arms outstretched with baton, flowing white
wig . . . They could all stand on the mantelpiece each playing his
own instrument; it would be the most absorbing pastime to
arrange and rearrange them—
—Then I came round. Without help from Tips this time. So
perhaps the germ was getting less virulent; perhaps I was beginning
to learn. "So you're at it again," I remarked grimly. Fortunately,
no material transaction had as yet taken place, and the trumpeter
still stands solitary on the mantelpiece, sounding his voluntary:
The Trumpet Voluntary which for me will always declare the
celebration of life.
I have tried to make it the theme of this book. I wish it could
have been more clear and shining. Nevertheless, by the willow-
herb rioting unsubdued among the London ruins; by the
spontaneous eagerness that lit up Esmond's face for the cat and
kitten he could not see, playing in the warm sunshine he could only
feel, defeating fear and darkness and helplessness; by the covenant
of the rainbow spanning the sky over the horned skull lying derelict
in the lane;. by the blaze of vitality crackling through Van Gogh's
painting, and the reassuring strength of the Angel's clasp supporting
Jacob, triumphant over weariness and a fainting heart; by the cat
who sat on the mat and so in words of one syllable repeated an
old lesson against idolatry, and by that other cat wicked and buoyant
and beautiful, at a Y.W.C.A. somewhere in the North, carelessly
bringing forth a prodigal supply of kittens exceeding any possible
demand for more and more life; by the little carroty boy hunted
with stinging-nettles and suspected of money-grubbing, till the
green-leaf discovery that saving meant to him not dead coin but
a living symbol, the end of the war and the return of his father;
by the life-givers pouring their wheat and wine through our days,
lifting us on the way, unconsciously vanquishing die life-takers;
by the normality of an evening walk taken because a shaggy little
white dog always expects it, reassurance over uncertainty; and
reassurance again by Alec crossing the Atlantic in discomfort and
danger simply for us to realize that living friendship still endured,
combating our waiferage feeling of a world indifferent; by lie
bright gleam of Churchill's speeches at the moment whenever we
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